Fairy Wings

For this project you will need:

- fairy wings (can be purchased online, at the dollar store, at a costume shop, etc.)
- pipe cleaners
- tacky glue
- feathers
- jewels (any “bling” you like)
- glitter glue

1. Set your fairy wings up on a work surface and tuck the straps out of your way.
2. Take one – or more! – pipe cleaners and wrap them around the center bridge between the wings. You can choose any color pipe cleaners, and you could even try twisting them together before wrapping them on your wings.
3. Use the rest of the materials to decorate your wings however you like. Here are a few suggestions:
   1. Use a thin line of tacky glue on the outer edges of your wings to attach feathers.
   2. Use small dots of tacky glue to attach jewels, sequins, and other bling to your wings.
   3. Use glitter glue on the outside or inside of your wings to add some sparkle.
4. Let your fairy wings dry completely before trying them on, flying around, and creating magic!

*This creative project is brought to you by artist Lauren Lunsford.*